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Article by co - author Ho’okahi Ho’oulu Kawai’i
Hawaiian Lotus / Heather Titus

Kahunas fulﬁlled the role in Hawaii that in other nature oriented cultures belonged to shamans, priests, healers and oracles.

Kahuna Abraham Kawai’i attained mastery in several of these ﬁelds. He taught that in a moment one could experience quantum
transformation. He taught the means to this transformation - and made available to those who wish it, the way to make signiﬁcant
life changes. There is no secret formula. That is the secret known to those that see. To speak of Kahunas or Shamans is to speak of
the wisdom of nature.
HAWAII – ‘A STATE OF BEING’ reﬂects core principles of inner harmony and inner awareness that, when applied, take you
beyond concepts that limit your life. Kahuna Abraham Kawai’i spent a lifetime teaching these principles throughout the world and
adapting the principles so that they can be applied practically in modern day situations. Rather than focus on the negatives and
obstacles of daily life HAWAII –‘A STATE OF BEING’ focuses on the celebration of that which is available to sustain us in our
everyday life.
HAWAII –‘A STATE OF BEING’ includes the most stunning images of nature recorded on ﬁlm in my career as a photographer.
As one reviewer put it “every image is a breath of life, formed in a moment, captured in its’ brief existence ..., never to be repeated
again”.
The book takes you on a visual journey through Hawaii as well as a journey into your inner spaces. A life lived with the aid of
these principles, is a voyage guided by eternal truths. And as we undertake this voyage our hearts open and dare to look further to
the endless horizons, guided and supported by these truths.
“The universe gives a clear message at all times. It merely requires the awakening of your awareness
to what is happening around you.
Life a generous ....
Blessing rain upon us – but, we need to be aware to receive these blessings.”
‘HAWAII- A STATE OF BEING’ is collection of Kahuna principles as taught by Kahu Abraham Kawai’i, Kahuna. Also quoted is
wisdom of Yogic origin. These core principles sharpen our senses lifting ones spirit to new and joyful perceptions of the world in
which we live. Photography by HEATHER TITUS -HAWAII ...BEST SELLING AUTHOR & PHOTOGRAPHER.

preview & order book on line: www.hawaiianlotus.com
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